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A simple matrix proof is supplied for the statement that a complete graph on n vertices 
cannot be partitioned into n-  2 complete bipartite graphs. 
Suppose the arcs of a complete graph on n vertices are partitioned into q 
complete bipartite graphs. Some time ago, Graham and Pollak [1] proved that q 
here has to be at least n -1 .  
More recently, Tverberg [2] and independently, Lov~sz [3], found a new and 
very simple proof of this result. 
This note contains a new and different simple proof of this fact. While this 
much proved theorem hardly requires a new proof, it is possible that the idea used 
here may be useful for related problems. The arguments used in this and in 
Tverberg's proof and their interrelation also have some pedagogical interest. In 
particular they illustrate the great power of the simple ideas of linear algebra. 
We now proceed to the result. 
"I'aeorem. If the n vertices of a complete graph are partitioned into q blocks each of 
which is a complete bipartite graph on two subsets of the vertices, then q is at least 
n -1 .  
ProoL The conditions of the theorem may be expressed as the equation 
. In - In  = ~, B i, (1) 
where Jn is the n-dimensional matrix of ones, In is the corresponding identity 
matrix, the sum is over the q complete bipartite graphs and the B i are their 
adjacency matrices. 
Arbitrarily label the parts of each bipartite graph as 'first' and 'second'. 
Each B i has ones for entries whose row index lies in the first part and column 
index lies in the second and vice versa, all other elements being zero. Let/~i be 
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the matrix with ones only when the row lies in the first part and column lies in the 
second without the vice versa. 
Notice that each /~i has rank one. Note further that B~ differs from 2/~ i by an 
antisymmetric matrix. As a result we can write: 
(2) 
where T is an antisymmetric matrix. 
Since any antisymmetric real matrix has imaginary eigenvalues, T+I , ,  must 
have rank n. But the rank of a sum cannot exceed the sum of the ranks of its 
summands, o that there must be at least n - 1 distinct/~i's in Eq. (2), as was to be 
proven. 
i]~ise~ion. Tverberg's proof involves writing eq. (1) as a quadratic form equa- 
tion on vertex variables. 
The identity form in it vanishes only i/ all variables vanish, while each other 
term can be made to vanish by setting one linear combination of the variables 
equal to zero. Each time one sets the value of such a combination to zero one 
reduces the dimension of the space of variables by one. This means that the 
representation f the identity implied by eq. (1) must have at least n terms in it, if 
it is to vanish only at the origin. " 
As adjacency matrices, the Bi have rank 2, while as quadratic forms, in the 
sense used in this argument they are one-dimensional. As a matrix, as we have 
seen, B i differs from 2/~ i which has rank one, by an antisymmetric matrix which 
can be included with the identity matrix without altering its rank. In the quadratic 
form version of the argument antisymmetric forms vanish and disappear from the 
problem at once so that the form for Bj is already one-dimensional. 
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